essential for investor to invest money on parches share from the stock market which can strengthen the economy. The study examines the relative ability of various models to forecast daily stock indexes future volatility. The forecasting models that employed from simple to relatively complex ARCH-class models. It is found that among linear models of stock indexes volatility, the moving average model ranks first using root mean square error, mean absolute percent error, Theil-U and Linex loss function criteria. We also examine five nonlinear models. These models are ARCH, GARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH and restricted GARCH models. We find that nonlinear models failed to dominate linear models utilizing different error measurement criteria and moving average model appears to be the best. Then we forecast the next two months future stock index price volatility by the best (moving average) model.
I. INTRODUCTION Volatility in stock market has been one of the most analyzed issues in the past decades. The term volatility is a key element for pricing financial instruments such as options, a measure of trade off between return and risk for allocating assets and is closely related to portfolio return fractiles, option pricing and risk management. Financial market volatility also has a wider impact on financial regulation, monetary policy and macro economy. The practical importance of volatility modeling and forecasting in many finance applications means that the success or failure of volatility models will depend on the characteristics of empirical data that they try to capture and predict. A high volatility in a stock market creates a bad impact for the country's economy. For this reason the volatility is an important issue that concerns government policy making, market analysis, corporate and financial managers. To make the market be efficient and make reliable to the investor, many businessmen try to forecast the volatility because the stock market is one of the sources for the industry to raise money.
In the empirical finance literature, many linear models are used to describe the stock return volatility. Poterba and Summers (1986) specify a stationary AR (1) process for the volatility of the S&P 500 Index. French, Schwert and Stambaugh (1987) use a non-stationary ARIMA (0, 1, 3) model to describe the volatility of the S&P 500 Index. Schwert (1990) and Schwert and Seguin (1990) use a linear AR (12) as an approximation for monthly stock return volatility. The extensive use of such linear models is not surprising since they provide good first order approximation to many processes and the statistical theory is well developed for linear Gaussian models. However, certain features of a volatility series cannot be described by linear time series models. For example, empirical evidence shows that stock returns tend to exhibit clusters of outliers, implying that large variance tends to be followed by another large variance. Such limitations of linear models have motivated many researchers to consider nonlinear alternatives. The most commonly used nonlinear time-series models in the financial literature are the autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (ARCH) model of Engle (1982) , the generalized ARCH (GARCH) model of Bollerslev (1986) , the exponential GARCH (EGARCH) model of Nelson(1991) and Threshold ARCH(TARCH) of Zakoian (1990) and Glosten, Jaganathan, and Runkle (1993). These ARCH-class models have been found to be useful in capturing certain nonlinear features of financial time-series such as heavy-tailed distributions and clusters of outliers. Bera, Bubnys and Park (1993) investigate the validity of the conventional OLS model to estimate optimal hedge ratio using futures contracts. Another complex class of nonlinear models is called component ARCH model (restricted GARCH (2, 2)) suggested by Bollerslev, Engle, and Nelson (1994) . They conclude that the component ARCH model is a suitable tool for describing short run movement and long run levels of volatility found in financial time series.
Bangladesh is a developing country where the Stock Market is an economic indicator of the country. But the Stock Market of Bangladesh is not an efficient market. So, making the market efficient and reducing the uncertainty that the investor is invest, the volatility forecast is necessary step for the government and policy makers. The purpose of this paper is to examine the relative ability of various models to forecast daily stock index future volatility on the basis of error measurement and find the best forecasting model which is suitable for Bangladesh. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some methods that we used to analyse the data. Assessing the distributional properties of daily stock index price change, various descriptive statistics are reported in Table 1 including: mean, standard deviation, skewness, kurtosis and the Kolmogrove-Smirnov (K-S) D statistics normality test. The null hypothesis of normality is rejected at the 1% level using K-S D statistics and the deviation from normality may be gleaned by the Kernel Density graph as well as the sample skewness and kurtosis measures. While skewness is relatively small and kurtosis is very large for both DSE-20Index. Following Poon, Ser-Huang (2005), we estimate the volatility of daily returns by the following equation
where, t r is the return on day t and m is the average return over the T-day period. Since, variance is simply the square of standard deviation; it makes no difference whichever measure we use when we compare the volatility of two assets. Since volatility is latent variable, many researchers have resorted to using daily square returns, calculated from daily closing prices, to proxy daily volatility. Lopez .Then
Since,
.
Methodology
The focus of this paper is on the forecasting accuracy of daily stock price volatility from various statistical models. The basic methodology involves the estimation of various models for an initial period and finds the best model on the basis of error measurement criteria. Then test the best model for the later data (in-sample forecasts) and finally calculate next two month forecasted data, thus for forming out-of -sample forecasts. The linear models employed are: (1) a random walk model, (2) Historical model, (3) an autoregressive model, (4) a moving average model, (5) an exponential smoothing model, (6) a simple regression model. The nonlinear models utilized here are ARCH, GARCH(1,1),EGARCH(1,1), TGARCH(1,1) and Restricted GARCH(2,2)Models. 
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Linear models Random walk model
According to Random walk model, the best forecast of today's volatility depends on yesterday's observed volatility. 
where, 2 t s is the daily volatility measure defined in equation
(1).
Historical average model
Under historical average model, the conditional expectation of volatility is assumed to be constant and the optimal forecast of future volatility would be the historical average. 
Moving average model
For a moving average model of order q the forecast of volatility at time point t is the average of the recent q volatilities; that is, 1 1 . . . 
where, 1 0 < < a is the smoothing factor. By repeated substitution, the recursion can be rewritten as
Simple regression model This is a one-step ahead forecast based on the simple linear regression of the volatility at period t on the volatility at period t+1. The expression is given by, 
GARCH (1, 1) model
In the standard GARCH (1, 1) specification: (12) is written as a function of exogenous variables with an error term. The (13) in GARCH (1, 1) refers to the presence of a first-order GARCH term (the first term in parentheses) and a first-order ARCH term (the second term in parentheses). (16) where, the left-hand side is the log of the conditional variance. This implies that the leverage effect is exponential, rather t quadratic and that forecasts of the conditional variance are guaranteed to be nonnegative. The presence of leverage effects can be tested by the hypothesis that, 0 < g . For higher order specifications of EGARCH models, ) ( ) log( ) log( Restricted GARCH (2, 2) or Component ARCH model The conditional variance in the GARCH (1, 1) 
TARCH model
which, shows that the component model is a (nonlinear) restricted GARCH(2,2) model.
III. EMPIRICAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of the linear and nonlinear models in describing stock index futures volatility, we compare their out-of -sample forecasts with our benchmark model (1) . The post-sample forecast comparisons are carried out as follows. First, we reserve the last 60 observations for forecast comparison. Secondly, all the models used in forecasting are estimated using the first 2664 observations. Such a scheme provides 60 one-step ahead forecasts. The objective is to evaluate forecasting capability of different models during the lowland high volatility periods on the basis of error measurement criteria. We summarize the forecast performance by considering the root mean squared error(RMSE), mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), Theil-U and LINEX loss function which are defined as follows: is the benchmark forecast.
In table 3, we see root mean square, mean absolute percentage error, Linex10 are smallest for moving average model, Theil-U is smallest for ar(1) but 2 nd best is moving average, and Linex20 are smaller for random walk model but 2 nd best is moving average .So, an examination of Table 3 reveals that within the linear models the moving average model dominates all of the models using RMSE, MAPE of all the models, linear and nonlinear, the moving average model to all the models followed closely by random walk model and restricted GARCH. Thus, all error measurement criteria clearly identify the linear class models and moving average model as superior to all linear and non-linear models. Then we forecast last 60 observations and compare with actual values. We find that the forecasted value almost closer to the actual value which indicates the moving average model forecast well for DSE-20. IV. CONCLUSIONS The purpose of this paper is to examine the relative ability of various models to forecast daily stock index futures volatility. Understanding and modeling stock volatility is important since volatility forecasts have many practical applications. Invest decisions and asset pricing models depend heavily on the assessment of future returns and risk of various assets. The expected volatility of a security return also plays an important role in the option pricing theory. The six linear models considered here are: (1) random walk, (2) historical average, (3) moving average, (4) simple regression, (5) exponential smoothing, (6) autoregressive model. It is found that among linear models of stock index volatility, the moving average model ranks first using RMSE, MAPE, Theil-U, Linex loss function error criteria. We also examine five nonlinear models. These models are ARCH, GARCH, EGARCH, TGARCH and Restricted GARCH model. We find that linear model dominates nonlinear models utilizing different error statistics and moving average appears to be best model for forecasting stock index future volatility followed closely by random walk model.
